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 "No father has given a greater gift to his children 

than good moral training.” [Tirmidhi].

Our vision is to help every individual get equipped to 

give this gift to their child which in turn would serve the 

purpose of our mission ie ; a society which steels a strong 

fabric in the form of educated and progress minds.

To help this take a shape we offer modern education in 

the light of Islam. While meritorious student are our one 

of the fraction of the institutions ,strength, the nucleus 

being the most deserving coming from lowest strata of 

the ignorant group of India.

With this visualize a utopia kind of community and 

country, if not sooner; later.

Vision

&Mission

‘Education  is the best gift that a parent can give to a child'  - A 'Hadith

''The best gift from a father to his child is education and upbringing.'' 

Hadith of At-Tirmidhi on the Authority of Sa'id Ibn Al-'As.



The current generation are now at a juncture to imbibe 

variables that come from different spheres. It is tough for 

them to do so, if creative analysis takes a miss from the 

learning process.

The child, irrespective of it's intention becomes a part of 

the traditional method learning owing to the existing 

scenario. It provides no room for aptitude. If children are 

caught young. We create a bracket that can lay platform 

for creative analysis which in turn would make even huge 

concepts easy

Value 
Addition

Creative analysis: Analysis can be a part of the creative process If it 

provides insights that lead to better choices. Here are for rules:

wQuestion the Question

wAnalyzing the data

wNoting down the exceptions

wClearly demonstrate the facts



The fast paced technological improvements are many 

that through a challenge to young minds with their ever 

changing developments to be learnt retained and then 

reproduced as to match oneself to this swiftly 

transforming fields. This demands a well developed 

memory; so that it conveniently accommodates the facts 

and features of the surroundings the kind of importance 

memory has in man's life, we adopt techniques 

advocated by education psychologists to inculcate 

certain patterns this is done at a very young age as 

children within the age group of 3 – 7years  are the best 

of learners, if world wide psychologist's theories are to be 

believed.

Memory 
Development 



With technology influencing every sphere of life, rote 
memory has complete lost its face due to its unyielding 
results. Here we initiated to a revamped approach 
towards learning. Keeping the values intact, we take the 
process multi – media and various other methods like 
getting the child nearer to the nature where it can gain 
first hand experience. It also helps first – generation 
learners to a great extent.

We also tap the need of the children and also create new 
abilities through a planned curriculum which polishes the 
child through all streams. This in turn would definitely 
empower the child with self identification the child learns 
how to unleash the barriers in the path of conceptual 
learning.

New age approach



The personality is the typical patterns of thinking feelings, and 

behaviors that make a person unique personality can be improved 

beyond any bounds. A well developed personality is a gift to the 

society & the whole world, where as an under developed 

personality can give in to the pitfalls they come across in their life.

At M.S. we believe the personality development to be an integral 

part of our lives. In the light of hadith & the Holy Quran, we strive to 

would our children into well balanced citizens of the world. Yes! Not 

just the citizens of a nation or a state. We impart human values in 

the highest form by creating an environment of positive attitude, 

integrity , empathy, passion, truth, sincerity & equality.

We develop in our students the curiosity to learn by questioning 

following them interest & passion we teach them to see the holistic 

view of things & empower the think wisely. We conduct Quiz & 

Contests as a measure to check these values in class as well as for 

the whole school as a unit.

Personality 
Development: 



“Well begun is half done” is a famous saying that holds 
good with our procedure of helping the child. When child 
reaches a stage of self identification, it rounds up the 
innate abilities . A child's inclination towards a field can 
easily be assured once this is done. We identify this 
mental bent & provide ample guidance , encouragement 
to hone the talent & interest into impeccable skills.

We conduct various subject based skill tests & also 
encourage & prepare our students for competitive 
exams. We counsel them & expose them to the career 
ladder for them to realize that an early stride towards 
their career is a must M.S. has produced amazing results 
through its career guidance. We teach our students how 
to get the optimum of their efforts through focused moves 
& time management.

We do not teach our students, but, show them 
how to learn.

Career Guidance



Students are taken on frequent field trips to 

definite places that correspond to the concepts 

to be taught to them. Coming close to nature, 

they learn the lessons that can almost ensure a 

lifetime's retention. More over they could 

flawlessly apply the gained knowledge in their 

day- to - day life.

Field Trips



Methodologies of teaching vary according to not only the 

subject but also its sects. An apt method applied ensures 

that the hypothesis comes out in true sense. Practical 

learning or heuristic method is added to this which act as 

a catalyst in the whole process. This method also ensures 

that the child remains the nucleus. Abstract concepts are 

also well understood with this method in progress.

The source of this method is however not new. Method of 

learning y doing is a way that has been strictly 

emphasized by Islam. In fact it is the right kind of 

perceiving an aspect. By doing so, we automatically are 

applying the foolproof method in the teaching – learning 

process.

Pedagogy: 
Teaching Methodology, Practical learning.



Environment strangely has contagious quality which 

inevitably spreads its vibes to people around. Man being 

very good at imitation, naturally is effected by his 

immediate surroundings. Taking advantage of this pulse, 

we serve an environment that is a perfect blend of 

etiquettes, discipline and values in the desired 

proportion. In fact this is the utmost need of the hour as in 

the present society, these important elements are 

considered as antiques minus value and taken a back 

seat. These aspect are taught here, after they are 

extracted from the prescribed Islamic Preaching very 

soon making the child realize that he is not a mere 

flotsam and jetsam in the current scenario but has power 

to swim against the stream to reach the shores.

Environment -Etiquettes,
Discipline , Values



Islam cannot be interpreted just as the name of a religion 

for a particular sect of the society. It is a guide to the whole 

man kind in it's complete form and hence divinely 

impeccable. Laying emphasis in practicing this would 

add beauty and luster to one's personality that helps a 

person to elate here and in the here after . Being sure of 

this we strongly recommend the Islamic way of life in 

world and deed. Scaling these heights positivity in results 

becomes inevitable that also gets quality as an added 

ingredient.

Sports serve as a healthy recreation from the routine. To 

make it a major part of the daily chore one needs 

professional approach to get trained. We enable the 

children to avail this by providing them coaching in 

various sports like cricket, football, throw ball etc. we see 

that sports in disguise will also form certain traits in 

children like discipline, team spirit, self confidence and to 

compete for good

Emphasis – Islam, results, 
Sports, Quality
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